
	  
	  

	  

	   A	  
Outstanding	  

B	  
Very	  Good	  

C	  
Average	  

D	  
Below	  Average	  

F	  
Unacceptable	  

Attendance	   No unexcused/uncommunicated 
absences. No tardies. 

No unexcused/uncommunicated 
absences. No more than ONE tardy. 

No more than ONE 
unexcused/uncommunicated absence. 
No more than TWO tardies. 

No more than TWO 
unexcused/uncommunicated absence. 
No more than THREE tardies. 

Three or more 
unexcused/uncommunicated absence. 
FOUR or more tardies. 

Deadlines	  

Meets all deadlines for individual 
assignments, including MINI DEADLINES 
for interview, photo, rough draft, copy 
revision and final deadlines, PLUS 
ensures group makes all deadlines. 
Turns in all assigned spreads complete, 
on time, and all revisions have been 
made with NO errors at the time final 
pages are due. Completes all tasks and 
fills in checklist for assigned spreads at 
the time final pages are due. 

Misses no more than ONE deadline for 
individual assigned spreads, including 
MINI DEADLINES for interview, photo, 
rough draft, copy revision and final 
deadlines. Turns in all assigned spreads 
complete, on time, and all revisions 
have been made with fewer than three 
errors at the time final pages are due. 
Completes all tasks and fills in checklist 
for assigned spreads at the time final 
pages are due. 

Misses no more than TWO deadlines for 
individual assigned spreads, including 
MINI DEADLINES for interview, photo, 
rough draft, copy revision and final 
deadlines. Turns in all assigned spreads 
complete, on time, and all revisions 
have been made with fewer than five 
errors at the time final pages are due. 
Completes all tasks and fills in checklist 
for assigned spreads at the time final 
pages are due. 

Misses more than TWO deadlines for 
individual assigned spreads, including 
MINI DEADLINES for interview, photo, 
rough draft, copy revision and final 
deadlines. Turns in most spreads 
complete, on time, and most revisions 
have been made with fewer than five 
errors at the time final pages are due. 
Completes most tasks and fills in 
checklist for assigned spreads at the 
time final pages are due. 

Misses more than THREE deadlines for 
individual assigned spreads, including 
MINI DEADLINES for interview, photo, 
rough draft, copy revision and final 
deadlines. Turns in spreads incomplete, 
not on time, and all revisions have not 
been made at the time final pages are 
due. Fails to complete most tasks and 
doesn’t fill in checklist for assigned 
spreads at the time final pages are due. 

Extra	  Time	  
Works extra hours during lunch, after 
school or on weekends: more than FOUR 
hours documented per week. 

Works extra hours in during lunch, after 
school or on weekends: more than 
THREE hours documented per week. 

Works extra hours in during lunch, after 
school or on weekends: more than TWO 
hours documented per week. 

Works extra hours in during lunch, after 
school or on weekends — at least TWO 
hours documented per week. 

Seldom works extra hours during lunch, 
after school or on weekends — less than 
ONE hour documented per week. 

Helps	  Others	  

Helps others with their spreads if 
needed and notes this in writing at the 
end of the week regarding work done on 
other people’s spreads (i.e. interviewed 
three people for Homecoming spread, 
made copy corrections on Band spread, 
took photos for Baseball spread, etc.) 

Helps others with their spreads if 
needed and notes this in writing at the 
end of the week regarding work done on 
other people’s spreads (i.e. interviewed 
three people for Homecoming spread, 
made copy corrections on Band spread, 
took photos for Baseball spread, etc.) 

Helps others with their spreads if 
needed and notes this in writing at the 
end of the week regarding work done on 
other people’s spreads (i.e. interviewed 
three people for Homecoming spread, 
made copy corrections on Band spread, 
took photos for Baseball spread, etc.) 

Rarely helps others with their spreads. 
Seldom or never helps others with their 
spreads. 
 

Sales	  
Contacts at least FIVE businesses or 
seniors to solicit advertising (contact 
form completed). Assists with yearbook 
sale pushes (banners, posters, direct 
calls, etc.) if applicable 

Contacts at least FOUR businesses or 
seniors to solicit advertising (contact 
form completed). Assists with yearbook 
sale pushes (banners, posters, direct 
calls, etc.) if applicable 

Contacts at least THREE businesses or 
seniors to solicit advertising (contact 
form completed). Assists with yearbook 
sale pushes (banners, posters, direct 
calls, etc.) if applicable 

Contacts at least TWO businesses or 
seniors to solicit advertising (contact 
form completed). Assists with yearbook 
sale pushes (banners, posters, direct 
calls, etc.) if applicable 

Contacts less than two businesses to 
solicit advertising (contact form not 
completed). Doesn’t help with yearbook 
sale pushes. 

Behavior	   Always cooperates with teacher. Always 
cooperates with other staff members. 

Almost always cooperates with teacher. 
Almost always cooperates with other 
staff members. 

Usually cooperates with teacher. Usually 
cooperates with other staff members. 

Occasionally cooperates with teacher. 
Occasionally cooperates with other staff 
members. 

Seldom or never cooperates with 
teacher. Seldom or never cooperates 
with other staff members. 

Time	  	  
Management	  

Always uses class time appropriately:  
doesn’t do homework for other classes 
during this class, doesn’t engage in 
unrelated activities when there is work 
to be done for this class, doesn’t misuse 
the computers or internet. 

Almost always uses class time 
appropriately: doesn’t do homework for 
other classes during this class, doesn’t 
engage in unrelated activities when 
there is work to be done for this class, 
doesn’t misuse the computers or 
internet. 

Usually uses class time appropriately: 
doesn’t do homework for other classes 
during this class, doesn’t engage in 
unrelated activities when there is work 
to be done for this class, doesn’t misuse 
the computers or internet. 

Occasionally uses class time 
inappropriately: sometimes does 
homework for other classes during this 
class, sometimes engages in unrelated 
activities when there is work to be done 
for this class, sometimes misuses the 
computers or internet 

Seldom or never uses class time 
appropriately: frequently does 
homework for other classes during this 
class, frequently engages in unrelated 
activities when there is work to be done 
for this class, frequently misuses the 
computers or internet. 

Organization	  

Always keeps room clean and organized 
by making sure all materials for 
individual spreads are filed and put 
away at the end of each class. Always 
puts away all general materials in their 
appropriate places at the end of each 
class. Always saves and closes all pages 
and shuts down the computer before 
leaving class each day. 

Almost always keeps room clean and 
organized by making sure all materials 
for individual spreads are filed and put 
away at the end of each class. Almost 
always puts away all general materials in 
their appropriate places at the end of 
each class. Almost always saves and 
closes all pages and shuts down the 
computer before leaving class each day. 

Usually keeps room clean and organized 
by making sure all materials for 
individual spreads are filed and put 
away at the end of each class. Usually 
puts away all general materials in their 
appropriate places at the end of each 
class. Usually saves and closes all pages 
and shuts down the computer before 
leaving class each day 

Occasionally keeps room clean and 
organized by making sure all materials 
for individual spreads are filed and put 
away at the end of each class. 
Occasionally puts away all general 
materials in their appropriate places at 
the end of each class. Occasionally 
saves and closes all pages and shuts 
down the computer before leaving class 
each day. 

Seldom or never keeps room clean and 
organized by making sure all materials 
for individual spreads are filed and put 
away at the end of each class. Seldom 
or never puts away all general materials 
in their appropriate places at the end of 
each class. Seldom or never saves and 
closes all pages or shuts down the 
computer before leaving class each day 

Communication	  
Always communicates with teacher and 
editors and makes arrangements if 
unable to fulfill any assigned duties. 

Almost always communicates with 
teacher and editors and makes 
arrangements if unable to fulfill any 
assigned duties. 

Usually communicates with teacher and 
editors and makes arrangements if 
unable to fulfill any assigned duties. 

Rarely communicates with teacher and 
editors and makes arrangements if 
unable to fulfill any assigned duties. 

Doesn’t communicate with teacher and 
editors and doesn’t make arrangements 
if unable to fulfill any assigned duties. 


